
The Dog Manifesto
By Perdita Whacknoodle, Dog

I, Perdita Whacknoodle, the perfect offspring of the more active Whack family of DOGS

and the more thoughtful Noodle family, do hereby, on behalf of all DOGS, make this

proclamation. 

I call it The DOG Manifesto. It sets forth what DOGS believe, what we do, what we need,

and what we expect from the humans who serve us.

The Manifesto

In order to form a more perfect union between DOGS everywhere and the humans who

serve them and to ensure domestic tranquility, all should know these things.

Basic Principles

DOGS are superior to humans.

Therefore, humans exist to serve DOGS.

The simple principles set forth below will help humans comprehend their role, for there is

much misunderstanding abroad in the land.

Things Dogs Will Do

DOGS will act responsibly in choosing their humans, overlooking those who are merely

“cute” or “cuddly” or who have large, brown, pleading eyes, in favor of humans who appear to

be smart enough to train. DOGS should not take the first human who applies, but should

carefully screen and test all applicants.

DOGS will always remember that it is hard, though not impossible, to teach an old

human anything new. Thus, DOGS will always choose, when possible, children because

children are the most trainable class of humans. This is well-known.

DOGS will love their humans, even when the humans don’t deserve it. We have evolved

to the state where we do not hold grudges, nor expect much from our humans. In this, we are

usually not disappointed.

DOGS will help humans exercise by taking them on walks. Some DOGS even care

enough to take their humans on runs. This is up to each dog to decide.

DOGS will help humans relax by setting a good example for releasing the cares of the

day by turning around three times and going to sleep. Humans will be healthier if they follow

our examples.

DOGS will build up their humans’ self-esteem by eating the food that their servers

provide, even if the humans are not good cooks. However, if proper food is not provided, the

DOGS may improvise and expand their own diets as needed. This is permitted because it will

encourage humans to provide more nutritious food, (which does not include cereal, kibble,

chow, or gruel, no matter how attractively packaged).



DOGS will protect their humans by being on guard against threats, which may include

(but are not limited to) other humans, other DOGS, all cats, all squirrels, rabbits, chipmunks

and any other creatures heard, seen, smelled or suspected, vets, visitors, strangers, neighbors,

postmen, joggers, runners, buses, trucks, certain insects, lizards, frogs, the wind, and anything

else the DOG deems to be a clear and present, or potential, danger. 

When DOGS perceive a threat whether large or small, they will immediately alert the

humans by barking. Even if the DOG must awaken in the middle of the night, this is part of the

DOG’S contract with humans. Keeping the family safe is the least we can do.

When it is feasible and not too inconvenient, DOGS will use outdoor bathroom facilities,

though we reserve the right to use the universally acclaimed “go-anywhere bathroom” concept

to keep our internal organs from being overtaxed.

DOGS will entertain their humans, when possible, by chasing Frisbees, balls, and/or

sticks. It is good to help sedentary humans exercise this way, and they usually seem to enjoy it,

but DOGS must be alert for signs of boredom, for many humans have short attention spans.

If the DOG agrees, the DOG will entertain the human by doing simple tricks, such as

shaking hands and rolling over. Oddly, these elementary acts seem to endlessly amuse humans.

We do not understand this, but it is not too onerous and it makes humans giddily happy.

DOGS will try to expand the pathetic olfactory senses of their humans by pointing out

interesting smells. When DOGS roll in mud or deceased animals to enhance our personal

aroma, humans must not wash us with odorous, odious perfume.

In other ways that do not inconvenience the DOGS, we will strive to civilize, inform,

train, uplift, educate, entertain, ennoble, improve, and delight our humans, inasmuch as they are

capable of understanding and appreciating our efforts. 

This is the least we can do.

Things Humans Will Do

Humans will recognize their duty to serve the DOGS who have chosen to enrich their

lives. This imposes a solemn obligation on the humans to follow the precepts set forth below.

DOGS must be fed proper, tasty, nutritious food that suits the DOG’S requirements.

When seeking guidance, the human can simply ask, “Where’s the Beef?” If the beef is in the

DOG’S dish, the meal is appropriate.

DOGS should not be fed cereal. We do not like it, though we will eat it to avoid

starvation and only when necessary.

DOGS should have their own spacious accommodations. This must include a comfortable

bed, near a fireplace in winter if possible, and on a cool tile floor in summer.

The DOG’S accommodations must include a large outdoor expanse equipped with trees,

bushes, grass and other natural accoutrements. If such a natural habitat is not just outside the

DOG’S door, the human must locate a park nearby for the DOG to enjoy.

The DOG will understand that the human must work for money to support the dog, and

that the human will therefore be gone much of the day. In such cases, the DOG must be given

access to the house, home, apartment, or condo in its entirety.

The DOG must not be placed in a box or cage or crate. Nature abhors a crate. If the DOG

is placed in a crate, the human may expect payback and revenge. This may be of a creative

nature, at the DOG’S discretion.



The DOG must not be drugged to make him accept human standards of behavior. If it

requires drugs, we do not want it.

The human must diligently try, within his or her limited ability, to understand what the

DOG wants and needs. The DOG will try to make it clear. 

The human will refrain from dressing DOGS in any clothes, hats, sweaters, booties,

scarfs, kerchiefs, hoodies, bandannas, jewelry, pom-poms, muffs, bows, barrettes, costumes,

capes, shoes, socks, booties, or other concoctions, contraptions, or inventions deemed to be

cute or funny. We DOGS are not here to amuse you by dressing like clowns. Our fur is perfect

as it is.

If the human, in a misguided attempt to enforce a wrong-headed version of reality,

attempts to “train” the DOG, the DOG may, or may not (entirely at his or her discretion)

comply. Some humans simply ask too much and the DOG should maintain a comfortable

distance and independence.

On the other hand, if the human can be trained by the DOG to provide for the DOG’S

needs, all will be well.

Be It Therefore Resolved

When humans understand these simple precepts and obligations, and care for their DOGS

as set forth in this Manifesto, they will find that the pursuit of happiness has been achieved. 

Life will be good. 

Or we will barf on the floor.

This is my Manifesto, on behalf of all DOGS.

Perdita Whacknoodle

from The Big Back Yard

October 27, 2012

For more from Perdita Whacknoodle, visit www.whacknoodle.com
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